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Abstract 

The type of collider considered for the production of B mesons consists of two rings in 
which unequal energy beams circulate. Criteria based on the beam-beam interaction are 
formulated and it is shown that they are consistent with lattices in which the synchrotron 
radiation occurs in the bending magnets only. However, the requirements imposed on the low 
energy ring dipole field and RF power may require the addition of horizontal wigglers in zero 
dispersion sections to control the damping time and of vertical wigglers in finite dispersion 
regions to adjust the shape of the beam at the crossing point. 

1 Introduction 

The number of parameters involved in the design of a collider made of two rings operating 
at very different energies is so large that it is useful to establish rules which limit the number 
of degrees of freedom to a minimum. The very high luminosity ( 1 0 3 4 cm" 2 s"1 ) which is 
presently contemplated for B-factories necessitates as high a beam-beam tune shift as 
possible. Until recently, no simulation program was available to test the beam-beam interaction 
in a regime of asymmetric energies. Two codes have just been developed: one [1] is a 
generalization of the ABEL program [2], the other [3] accepts multiple beams and is useful to 
study, for instance, four beam compensation schemes [4]. 
The present discussion is restricted to two beam collisions in the so-called strong-strong case 
where the two beams have the same cross-section areas. In addition to the condition on the 
beam size, the following quantities are also taken to be the same for the two beams: beam -
beam tune shift, damping time between two collisions and betatron phase modulation due to 
the synchrotron motion. 
A weak-strong regime in which a thin beam would interact with the core of a thick beam 

where the field is quasi-linear is conceivable but the same luminosity would be attained at the 
cost of a higher current in the thick beam. The equality of the beam-beam tune shifts is a 
matter of convenience. It is intuitive, and it has been confirmed by numerical computations 
[1], that the stronger the excitation of large amplitude betatron oscillations due to the 
beam-beam interaction, the faster the damping in the lattice should be; this argument is at the 
origin of the condition of equal damping decrements; it has nevertheless to be noted that there 
is not yet any strong experimental evidence for this effect [5]. The importance of the betatron 
phase modulation [6] is generally accepted, since it explains the observations made on hadron 
and lepton colliders as well. 

2 Beam size 

The beam size is 
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a= Vefj (1) 

where Z is the emittance and P" the value of the P-function at the interaction point subscripts 
x or y for the horizontal or vertical plane respectively have been omitted for brevity. 

In a circular machine, the vertical equilibrium emittance is negligibly small in the absence of 
any coupling between the horizontal and vertical motions and the horizontal equilibrium 
emittance results from the balance between the damping due to the combined effect of the 
synchrotron radiation and of the radio frequency fields and the blow-up produced by photon 
emission in the bending magnets [7] 

E x ^ i K ( 2 ) 
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where Xz is the Compton wavelength (2.4 10" 1 2 m), J x the horizontal damping partition 
number which is usually of the order of 1, Y the ratio of the particle total energy E to its rest 
energy E 0 , Q x the horizontal betatron tune, p the radius of curvature in the bending magnets 
and R the mean arc radius. In this formula, the momentum compaction factor which is a 
measure of the variation of the orbit length with the particle momentum is taken equal to Q -i 

x 
which is a good approximation for regular FODO lattices. 

As a matter of fact, the machine has not to be circular, the emittance would be the same if 
straight sections were inserted. Q x is thus to be understood as the horizontal betatron tune of 
the circular part only and R and p will follow the same scaling law. The design of the long 
straight sections depends on different considerations such as the luminosity lifetime or the 
topology of the intersection regions. 

For head-on collisions, the final focussing elements of the high energy ring must not act on 
the low energy beam and are thus much further from the interaction point than the 
corresponding elements of the low energy ring. As a consequence, the P* function is larger 
for the high energy ring than for the low energy ring. If the bunch length is of the order of 
P*, the overlap of the bunches is not rigorous over the interaction length but this is a slight 
imperfection. The layout of the crossing region may be facilitated by a crossing angle [8] and 
then the P" functions could be the same for the two rings. However, we shall see that the 
condition on the betatron phase modulation imposes different P* functions and a crossing 
angle does not seem to be necessary. 

3 Beam-beam tune shift 

The vertical beam - beam tune shift is 

Avyi=^ f^\ (3) 
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where r e is the classical radius of the electron ( 2.8 10~ 1 5 m ) and N the bunch population. 
The two beams are distinguished by the subscripts 1 and 2. In the case of a flat beam, it is 
usual to give the same aspect ratio to the emittances and to the P* functions 

a x _ P\ £ -= r ± = E5. » 1 (4) 
y 
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and the expression of the beam-beam tune shift can be reduced to 

2TT e n x l 

where we use the normalized emittance 

enx = Ye x (6) 

For a round beam, the tune shift is reduced by a factor 2 with respect ro (5) for the same 
bunch population so that, for the same tune shift, one can increase the bunch population and 
thus gain a factor 2 in luminosity. The round beam can be obtained independently of the 
properties of the regular lattice by insertion of a vertical wiggler in a region of high orbit 
dispersion. 

4 Damping time and radius of curvature scaling law 

The damping per turn, also called damping decrement, is the ratio of the damping time t to 
the revolution period T 0 and is essentially determined by the amount of energy radiated per 
turnU 

T _ 2 E Q y_ m 

T 0 J U K ' 

where J is a damping partition number independent of the general lattice structure. It is a 
property of the synchrotron radiation that the instantaneous radiated power varies like the 
product E 2 B 2 and therefore that U is given by 

l J = 4Kr§Eot ( 8 ) 

3 p 

If all the synchrotron radiation takes place in the normal bending magnets of the lattice and if 
the lattice is such that 

P - Y 3 (9) 

B ~ 7 2 (10) 

then U is proportional to y and the damping decrement is energy independent. The conditions 
(10) and (11) can be relaxed by distributing the radiated power along the whole circumference 
using wigglers in the dispersionless straight sections. In that case, the expression (8) of the 
damping decrement can be re-written 

t _ 
To 
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where ( t / T 0 )Q is the damping decrement in the absence r-f wigglers, N w the number of 
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wigglers each made of four blocks in which the radius of curvature of the electron trajectory 
is p w and the deflection angle is 0 W , - § w , - 0 W , 0 W . 
Various ring configurations are shown in Figure 1 for a given high energy ring { c ) The 

scaling corresponds to a factor 3 in the ratio of the two beam energies. 

T 

Figure 1. Possible shapes of the low energy ring in a B - factory: 
a - smallest size, p - y 3. low beam lifetime 
b - 2 interaction regions, p - y 3 . good beam lifetime 
c - same shape for the two rings, wigglers ( W ) 

5 Synchrotron motion 

The synchrotron motion modulates the path length by a quantity Al which is related to the 
momentum compaction factor Oi and to the relative momentum spread Ap/p through the 
relation 

2TTR P 
(13) 

Because a stored particle oscillates in path length, the collision between the test particle and 
the opposite bunch does not occur always at the same place and the phase Au. of the betatron 
oscillation is shifted by Al/P*. The parameter which controls the synchrotron motion and is 
maintained independent of the particle energy is the ratio of the maximum tune modulation to 
the relative momentum spread 

A ^ 2TC R 
Ap p*Q2 

(14) 

The lattice model used to derive this expression is the same as in section 2 and, in addition. 
(3* is assumed to be constant. 
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6 Other scaling laws 

The tune of the circular ring is deduced from the condition of equal beam cross sections at 
the collision point by using (2) for the emittance and (14) for P". One finds 

Qx-y (15) 

From the y dependence of 0 . the other scaling laws are found in a straightforward way: 

e - y 1 (16) 

from (2), 

P*~Y (17) 

from the condition of equal beam size, 

Pav-Y 2 (18) 

for the mean value of the p function in the regular part of the lattice from the expression 
pav=R/Q. 

Since the normalized emittance is constant, the bunch population N has also to be constant 
in order for the beam-beam tune shift to be independent of Y- The radio frequency power is 
the product of the radiated energy per revolution period for one particle by the number of 
bunches n and the bunch population 

Prf = n N ^ - (19) 

As the number of bunches is proportional to the ring circumference, the ratio n/T 0 is 
independent of the energy and we have 

Prf~Y (20) 

Conclusion 

It has been proven that general rules of optimization based on the properties of the beam 
beam interaction can be satisfied by a proper scaling of the lattices and a detailed machine 
lattice in rather close accordance with these prescriptions has been produced [9]. These rules 
are valid for any ring deduced from the circular shape by insertion of straight sections. They 
are valid whether or not a crossing angle is introduced in the interaction region. The most 
severe constraint is the equal damping decrement in the two rings which leads to high field 
dipoles and high density of synchrotron radiation in the low energy ring. It can be relaxed by 
adding wigglers to the normal lattice structure. Finally, valuable experimental information is 
expected from the first machine made of unequal energy rings, the electron - proton collider 
HERA which will soon come into operation. 
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